Standard Room

WHAT WE LOVE
•	The nature walk and bird deck that overlooks Kotu Stream.
•	The restaurants, from the simple Gambian cuisine at Boss Lady,
to the à la carte dining experience on offer at Captain’s Table.

GOOD TO KNOW
•	Chris Packham uses the hotel as a base for his birdwatching
tours every February. He says: ‘Bakotu Hotel is like my second
home. It’s peaceful, the staff are so friendly, it has a range of
restaurants in and around, and its extensive gardens are home
to a great range of birds - not forgetting the monkeys , bats and
tortoises! I think it’s the perfect place to wake up and connect
with The Gambia’s wildlife’
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Bakotu Hotel

DISTANCE TO BEACH: 100M
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 80
TRANSFERS: 45 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: B&B

KOTU, THE GAMBIA
SMALL & FRIENDLY | TRANQUIL | BIRDWATCHING

A family-run hotel blessed by its own quiet
charm and defined by tranquillity and a
friendly atmosphere, Bakotu is a haven in
the heart of bustling Kotu. While the hotel
is a well-kept secret to many, Chris Packham
has certainly discovered the serenity that
Bakotu is characterised by, and stays here
whenever he visits The Gambia.

HOTEL FACILITIES
• Swimming pool with terrace (no beach or pool
towels provided)
• Minimarket
• Pool bar
• Wi-Fi in bar (connection may be erratic)
• 3 restaurants
• Limited safety deposit boxes (payable locally)

ROOM FACILITIES

The emphasis at this hotel is all on relaxation,
and you won’t find any loud music or organised
pool games here. It’s set back from the beach,
which is easily accessible for those seeking
to feel the sand between their toes, but still
enjoys beautiful natural surroundings. At the
back of the hotel you’ll discover a seating area
set beneath towering trees, and here you can
observe vervet monkeys, monitor lizards and
upwards of 50 species of bird.

• Twin or double beds (double beds possible in
non air-conditioned rooms only)
• Fridge (payable locally)
• Fans (payable locally)

POPULAR ROOM CHOICES

14 NIGHTS FROM

£767

£916

PER PERSON

PER PERSON
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FROM PRICES

•A
 ir-conditioned Room (twin beds only)
• Family Room – with double bed and bunk beds

7 NIGHTS FROM

When it comes to rooms, an unpretentious
and comfortable design awaits you, each
facing the tropical gardens; they are set in
single or two-storey buildings which are
punctuated by lush, cool walkways.

OUR EXPERT OPINION...
Stepping from the main street into Bakotu is like stepping into a tranquil oasis. You’re
surrounded by nature and the birdwatching platform offers unobstructed views of Kotu creek.
Alice - Commercial
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